The premium clothier Moods of Norway features unique men’s blazers and a host of other stylish pieces for any occasion.

(Newswire.net -- September 24, 2015) Los Angeles, CA -- At Moods of Norway, happy clothes are for happy people. That’s the company’s motto, and it is nowhere more apparent than in the company’s line of stylish men’s blazers. These unique blazers are suitable for both a day at the office and an evening at the cocktail lounge, offering customers supreme styling, craftsmanship, and versatility. Like every one of the pieces created by Moods of Norway, the blazers display a modern shape, keeping close to the body in today’s hot slim-fit cuts. A range of tones and patterns allows wearers to match pieces based on mood or whim. “Our company’s style is a reflection of our international adventures and love of contrasts,” says Simen Staalnacke, one of the three founders of the company. “Modern style meets timeless design in our pieces, and each is made to the finest standards for fabric, stitching, and cut.” To learn more about the men’s collection, visit http://www.moodsofnorway.com/us/mens-suit-shop.

Moods of Norway enjoyed almost instant success, going from a simple concept among friends at a cocktail party to a retail juggernaut in only a decade. The company’s Norwegian heritage is always on display, coupling a sense of whimsy with practicality, all blended with more than a touch of style. Bold colors and outside-the-box prints are a hallmark of the company’s collections, which represent clothing options for men and women alike. Besides blazers, the company offers the full range of clothing, including jackets, shirts, shoes, and an array of accessories to add dazzle to any outfit.

The company posted sales of $60 million in 2013, not long after adding a flagship store in the hot fashion center of SoHo in New York City. This store joins others in the Mall of America in Minnesota and on the west coast on Melrose Avenue in West Hollywood, California. As part of their fight against exploitation, the company is committed to ethical standards in their global production facilities. Moods of Norway continues to grow, adding color and fashion to everyday wear and staying committed to keeping happy people clothed in style.

About: Since 2003, Moods of Norway have been purveyors of international style blended with the founders’ Norwegian heritage. This upscale clothing and accessories retailer went from cocktail-napkin concept to international fashion powerhouse in just a few short years. Founded in Stryn, Norway, Moods of Norway now has flagship stores in New York City, Los Angeles, and Minneapolis. “Happy clothes for happy people” is the company’s mantra, and Moods of Norway lives by it.
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